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Abstract
Background: Intellectual disability (ID) represents a neurodevelopmental disorder, 
which is characterized by marked defects in the intellectual function and adaptive be-
havior, with an onset during the developmental period. ID is mainly caused by genetic 
factors, and it is extremely genetically heterogeneous. This study aims to identify the 
genetic	cause	of	ID	using	trio-	WES	analysis.
Methods: We	 recruited	 four	 pediatric	 patients	 with	 unexplained	 ID	 from	 non-	
consanguineous families, who presented at the Department of Pediatrics, Guizhou 
Provincial	People's	Hospital.	Whole-	exome	sequencing	(WES)	and	Sanger	sequencing	
validation were performed in the patients and their unaffected parents. Furthermore, 
conservative analysis and protein structural and functional prediction were per-
formed on the identified pathogenic variants.
Results: We identified five novel de novo	mutations	from	four	known	ID-	causing	genes	
in the four included patients, namely COL4A1 (c.2786T>A,	p.V929D	and	c.2797G>A,	
p.G933S), TBR1	 (c.1639_1640insCCCGCAGTCC,	p.Y553Sfs*124),	CHD7	 (c.7013A>T, 
p.Q2338L), and TUBA1A	 (c.1350del,	 p.E450Dfs*34).	 These	mutations	were	 all	 pre-
dicted to be deleterious and were located at highly conserved domains that might 
affect the structure and function of these proteins.
Conclusion: Our	 findings	 contribute	 to	 expanding	 the	mutational	 spectrum	 of	 ID-	
related genes and help to deepen the understanding of the genetic causes and het-
erogeneity of ID.
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1  |  INTRODUC TION

Intellectual disability (ID) is a neurodevelopmental disorder that is 
characterized by marked deficits in the intellectual function and adap-
tive	behavior,	which	usually	develops	before	the	age	of	18 years.1,2 
ID has been estimated to have an overall global prevalence of 1%– 
3%, with a male to female ratio of 1.6:1.3 This disorder does not only 
significantly affect the lives of affected children but also their fam-
ilies and society. The etiology of ID is complex and diverse, and it 
includes different factors, such as genetic abnormalities as well as 
prenatal, perinatal, and postnatal environmental factors.4 Previous 
studies have shown that genetic factors represent major contributors 
to ID and can explain 25%– 50% of the cases. However, this associa-
tion is complicated by extensive clinical and genetic heterogeneity.5,6 
Therefore, it is essential to perform genetic testing of children with 
unexplained ID to confirm the diagnosis, select suitable treatment 
options, and provide genetic counseling to affected families.

Chromosomal	 abnormalities	 and	 single-	gene	 mutations	 repre-
sent important genetic causes of ID1.	Karyotyping	is	a	traditional	and	
economic approach to diagnose chromosomal anomaly. Regarding 
single gene mutation, over 800 genes have been so far identified to 
be involved in the pathogenesis of ID.7 Mutations in these genes can 
lead	 to	 the	disruption	of	gene	co-	expression,	protein	 interactions,	
and related biological functions, which results in ID.3	Whole-	exome	
sequencing	(WES)	is	based	on	the	next-	generation	sequencing	(NGS)	
technology and has the advantages of high throughput, accuracy, 
and speed. In a single step, WES can detect single nucleotide vari-
ants	(SNVs)	and	small	fragment	insertions	and	deletions	(Indels)	that	
are associated with most diseases. This is combined with clinical 
phenotypic analysis to help clinicians understand the cause of dis-
eases and associated genetic variants, which can effectively improve 
the diagnosis and shorten the treatment time.6

In this study, we conducted WES and identified five novel de 
novo variants from four patients with unexplained ID, in which chro-
mosomal anomaly has been excluded. These variants were all lo-
cated	on	known	ID-	causing	genes,	namely	COL4A1, TBR1, CHD7, and 
TUBA1A.	Our	 findings	can	expand	the	mutational	spectrum	of	 ID-	
related genes and deepen our understanding of the genetic causes 
and heterogeneity of ID.

2  |  MATERIAL S AND METHODS

2.1  |  Study subjects

This	 study	 included	 four	 ID	 patients	 (under	 the	 age	 of	 18 years)	
from the Department of Pediatrics of Guizhou Provincial People's 
Hospital. The exclusion criteria included acquired brain lesions or 
secondary ID, such as ID due to exposure to harmful physicochemi-
cal factors during pregnancy, perinatal brain injury, or ID secondary 
to kernicterus, etc. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee 
of Guizhou Provincial People's Hospital, and all participants pro-
vided written informed consent.

2.2  |  WES and bioinformatics analysis

Peripheral venous blood samples were collected from all patients 
and their unaffected parents to perform WES. The steps were briefly 
as	follows.	Genomic	DNA	was	extracted	from	blood	samples	using	
the	Blood	Genomic	DNA	Kit	(TianGen)	following	the	manufacturer's	
instructions.	DNA	samples	were	fragmented	to	around	200 bp	using	
the	ultrasonic	Bioruptor	UCD-	200	(Diagenode),	followed	by	DNA	li-
brary	construction	using	2 × KAPA	HiFi	HotStart	ReadyMix	 (KAPA	
Biosystem)	 and	 hybridization	with	whole-	exome	 probes	 using	 the	
xGen	 Exome	 Research	 Panel	 v1	 (IDT).	 NGS	was	 carried	 out	 on	 a	
Novaseq6000	Sequencer	(Illumina).

Then, we performed the bioinformatics analysis. First, we re-
moved	 low-	quality	 and	 adapter	 reads	 from	 raw	 sequencing	 data.	
Then,	we	used	the	Burrows–	Wheeler	alignment	(BWA)	to	align	se-
quencing	reads	to	GRCh37/hg19.	Single	nucleotide	variants	(SNVs)	
and	small	Indels	were	identified	using	SAMtools	(v.0.1.18)	and	GATK	
(v.3.7– 0, https://www.broad insti tute.org/gatk/).	 All	 detected	 vari-
ants	were	annotated	and	classified	using	the	ANNOVAR	software.	
Next,	the	variants	with	a	minor	allele	frequency	(MAF) > 0.001	in	the	
Genome	Aggravation	Database	(gnomAD)	(http://gnoma	d-	sg.org/), 
1000 Genomes (http://www.1000g enomes.org/), and ESP6500 
(http://evs.gs.washi	ngton.edu/EVS) were excluded. The variants 
were subsequently analyzed using independent protein deleteri-
ousness	predictors,	such	as	PolyPhen-	2	 (http://genet ics.bwh.harva 
rd.edu/pph2/) and SIFT (http://sift.jcvi.org/). Finally, we classified 
the pathogenicity of each genetic variation using Online Mendelian 
Inheritance in Man (OMIM) (https://www.omim.org/), Human Gene 
Mutation Database (HGMD) (http://www.hgmd.cf.ac.uk/ac/index.
php),	ClinVar	database	(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinv ar/), and 
the	 guidelines	 of	 the	 American	 College	 of	 Medical	 Genetics	 and	
Genomics	(ACMG)	and	Association	for	Molecular	Pathology	(AMP).8

2.3  |  Sanger sequencing

The	mutations	identified	in	the	trio-	WES	and	bioinformatics	analy-
sis were verified by Sanger sequencing. The primers for polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR) amplification (Table S1) were designed using 
Primer	 5.	 All	 PCR	 products	 were	 sequenced	 using	 the	 ABI	 3130	
Genetic	Analyzer.	In	order	to	inspect	potential	base	alterations,	se-
quence analysis was performed using the Chromas program in the 
DNASTAR	analysis	package.

2.4  |  Conservative and in silico analysis

Conservative analysis of the mutant amino acid sequences was 
performed using the Clustal Omega tool (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/
Tools/ msa/clust alo/). The Phyre2 software (http://www.sbg.bio.
ic.ac.uk/phyre 2/html/page.cgi?id=index) was used to predict the 
three-	dimensional	 structure	 and	 function	 of	 the	 wild-	type	 (WT)	
and	mutant-	type	 (MUT)	 protein.	 Then,	 the	 Swiss-	PdbViewer	 4.04	
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software was used to analyze the structural diversity and physical– 
chemical changes between WT and related MUT proteins.

3  |  RESULTS

3.1  |  Clinical characteristics of the patients

The	 four	 pediatric	 patients	 were	 all	 born	 to	 non-	consanguineous	
parents with no other affected members in their family. The de-
mographic and main clinical characteristics of the four patients are 
shown in Table S2.

Patient	1	 represented	a	girl	aged	1 year	and	7 months,	and	 the	
reason for her visit to the Pediatric Outpatient department was 
developing “motor development delay, delayed speech and lan-
guage	 development	 and	 intellectual	 disability.”	 According	 to	 the	
fetal period examination, “lateral ventriculomegaly” was indicated. 
She had a history of asphyxia neonatorum and hyperspasmia the 
day after birth. Physical examination revealed that her length was 
71 cm	 (−3	standard	deviation	 [SD]),	her	weight	was	7.3	kg	 (−3	SD),	
and	her	circumference	of	the	head	was	39.5	cm	(−3	SD).	The	MRI/
CT/X-	ray	 implicated	 tuberous	 sclerosis.	 Screening	 for	 inherited	
metabolic diseases was performed and suggested no abnormalities. 
The Developmental Screening Test (DST) showed a Developmental 
Quotient (DQ) of 38 and a Mental Index (MI) of 42.

Patient	2	was	a	girl	 aged	5 years	and	1 month,	who	visited	 the	
Pediatric Outpatient department due to “delayed speech and lan-
guage development, intellectual disability and autism.” She was un-
able to run or walk up and down stairs due to muscular hypotonia of 
the lower limbs. The child was born after a normal gestation without 
asphyxia	or	hypoxia.	She	started	walking	when	she	was	1 year	and	
5 months	old,	but	she	had	poor	balance.	Physical	examination	sug-
gested	a	length	of	112 cm,	a	weight	of	19.3.3	kg	(−3	SD)	and	a	head	
circumference	of	50 cm.	CMA	analysis	revealed	a	partial	deletion	of	
14q11.2, but this fragment lacks the causative genes that are asso-
ciated with the child's phenotype and is therefore likely a benign 
variant.	The	DST	showed	DQ < 50	and	MI < 48.

Patient	 3	was	 a	 6-	year-	old	 boy	with	 “delayed	 speech	 and	 lan-
guage development and intellectual disability.” His mother experi-
enced a normal pregnancy, and the baby was born fully developed 
without asphyxia or hypoxia. Based on the physical examination, his 
height	was	118 cm,	 and	his	weight	was	29 kg	 (the	head	circumfer-
ence	was	not	available).	According	to	the	Wechsler	Intelligence	Scale	
for Children, the verbal IQ was 45, and the operational IQ was 48; 
taken together, his IQ was 42 (moderate).

Patient	4	was	a	girl	aged	2 years	and	11 months,	who	was	eval-
uated for “delayed speech and language development, intellectual 
disability since birth.” The child could only call “mama” and “papa” 
and did not speak other words. The mother had a normal pregnancy, 
and the child was born without asphyxia or hypoxia. She was born 
with abnormally high muscle tone until the age of one, with poor 
gross and fine motor development, and she was unable to stand 
or	walk	alone.	Physical	examination	revealed	a	 length	of	87 cm	(−1	

SD),	a	weight	of	13.2	kg,	and	a	head	circumference	of	42 cm	(−3	SD).	
Cranial MRI suggested an absence of the corpus callosum. The DST 
showed	DQ < 48	and	MI < 50.

3.2  |  Pathogenicity analysis of the 
five novel mutations

Overall, there were three missense mutations: COL4A1 
(NM_001845.5:	c.2786T>A,	p.V929D;	NM_001845.5:	c.2797G>A,	
p.G933S) and CHD7	 (NM_017780.3:	 c.7013A>T, p.Q2338L),  
an insertion mutation: TBR1	 (NM_006593.3:	 c.1639_1640ins	
CCCGCAGTCC,	p.Y553Sfs*124),	and	a	deletion	mutation:	TUBA1A 
(NM_006009.3:	 c.1350del,	 p.E450Dfs*34).	 All	 the	mutations	 in-
dicated an autosomal dominant inheritance pattern (Table 1).9– 18

A	 compound	 heterozygous	 variant	 c.2786T>A,	 p.V929D,	
and c.2797G>A,	 p.G933S	 in	 COL4A1 was detected in patient 
1.	 According	 to	 the	 OMIM	 database,	 mutations	 in	 the	 COL4A1 
gene	can	cause	brain	small	vessel	disease	type	1	(BSVD1)	with	or	
without ocular anomalies (OMIM: #175780). Both variants were 
de novo, as confirmed by Sanger sequencing (Figure 1A), and ab-
sent	 in	 the	gnomAD	and	1000	Genomes	Project	databases.	The	
results of predicting c.2786T>A	 and	 c.2797G>A	 using	 SIFT	 and	
Polyphen2	 showed	 that	 they	were	 deleterious.	 Nucleotide	 con-
servation	 prediction	 using	 GERP	 and	 CADD	 showed	 the	 site	 of	
c.2797G to be evolutionarily conserved with potential functional 
effects.	 According	 to	 the	 ACMG/AMP	 guidelines,	 the	 variant	
c.2786T>A	would	be	classified	as	 likely	pathogenic	based	on	the	
criteria of PS2 and PM2, while the variant c.2797G>A	 could	 be	
classified as likely pathogenic according to the criteria of PS2, 
PM2, and PP3. Conservative prediction showed the amino acids 
at	 positions	 p.V929	 and	 p.G933	 to	 be	 highly	 conserved	 in	 nine	
species (Figure 1B), which suggests that the mutations were likely 
pathogenic.

In patient 2, we detected a heterozygous insertion variant, 
c.1639_1640insCCCGCAGTCC,	p.Y553Sfs*124	in	TBR1.	According	
to the OMIM database, this mutation can cause intellectual devel-
opmental	disorder	with	autism	and	speech	delay	(IDDAS)	(OMIM:	
#606053).10,11 The variant was confirmed to be de novo by Sanger 
sequencing (Figure 2A)	and	was	absent	in	the	gnomAD	and	1000	
Genomes Project databases. In this variant, the insertion segment 
would cause a frameshift mutation, leading to an altered protein 
function. The ClinGen database showed the haploinsufficiency 
score of TBR1	 to	be	3.	According	 to	 the	ACMG/AMP	guidelines,	
this variant would be classified as pathogenic8 based on the cri-
teria	 involving	 PVS1,	 PS2,	 and	 PM2.	 Conservative	 prediction	
showed	 that	 the	 amino	 acids	 at	 position	 p.Y553	 of	 TBR1	 were	
highly conserved in nine species (Figure 2B).	 According	 to	 the	
three-	dimensional	 structure,	 the	 frameshift	 insertion	 mutation	
caused a replacement of tyrosine with serine at position p.553, 
which would cause the terminal codon to appear in advance, re-
sulting in the production of truncated protein compared with WT. 
Besides, there was an essential change in the α-	helix	in	MUT	TBR1	
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protein. The β-	pleated	sheet	and	loop	were	also	changed	to	some	
extent (Figure 2C, D).

A	 heterozygous	 missense	 variant	 c.7013A>T, p.Q2338L in 
CHD7	was	detected	in	patient	3,	which	would	cause	the	CHARGE	
syndrome according to the OMIM database (OMIM: #214800).12– 14 
Sanger sequencing confirmed this variant to be de novo (Figure 3A), 
and	it	was	absent	in	the	gnomAD	and	1000	Genomes	Project	data-
bases.	According	to	the	ACMG/AMP	guidelines,	this	variant	would	
be classified as likely pathogenic based on the criteria involving 
PS2 and PM2. Conservative prediction showed the amino acid at 
position p.2338 to be highly conserved in nine species (Figure 3B). 
According	 to	 the	 three-	dimensional	 structure,	 when	 glutamine	
was replaced by leucine at position p.2338 in CHD7, and although 
the general structure of the protein did not change (Figure 3C, D), 
the side chain of the amino acid residues has already changed, as 
shown in the partial enlargement of the WT and MUT proteins 
(Figure 3E, F).

As	 for	 patient	 4,	 a	 heterozygous	 deletion	 variant	 c.1350del,	
p.E450Dfs*34	 in	 TUBA1A was detected, which would cause lis-
sencephaly-	3	 (LIS3)	 according	 to	 the	 OMIM	 database	 (OMIM:	
#611603).15– 18 This variant was de novo, as confirmed by Sanger 
sequencing (Figure 4A)	and	did	not	exist	in	the	gnomAD	and	1000	
Genomes	Project	databases.	According	 to	 the	ACMG/AMP	guide-
lines, this variant would be classified as likely pathogenic according 
to	 the	 criteria	 including	 PS2	 and	 PM2.	 According	 to	 conservative	
prediction,	 the	 glutamic	 acid	 at	 position	 p.450	 in	 TUBA1A	 was	
shown to be highly conserved in nine species (Figure 4B).	The	three-	
dimensional structure showed that the frameshift deletion mutation 
in the MUT protein would skip the original terminal codon, further 
leading to the production of elongated protein, as compared to the 
WT (Figure 4B– D).

4  |  DISCUSSION

In this work, we identified five de novo heterozygous pathogenic 
ID-	associated	mutations,	which	 have	not	 yet	 been	 reported	 in	 lit-
erature. The mutations included COL4A1 (c.2786T>A,p.V929D	
and c.2797G>A,	 p.G933S),	 TBR1	 (c.1639_1640insCCCGCAGTCC,	
p.Y553Sfs*124),	 CHD7	 (c.7013A>T, p.Q2338L), and TUBA1A 
(c.1350del,	p.E450Dfs*34).

Mutations in the COL4A1 gene cause a variety of diseases, 
such as retinal artery curvature, vasculopathy and nephropathy, 
aneurysms and muscle spasm, microvascular disease and cere-
bral white matter disease with heterogeneity; the effects of mu-
tations in this gene have also been demonstrated in mice.19– 21 
COL4A1 encodes a protein that is primarily composed of a repet-
itive	sequence	of	Gly-	Xaa-	Yaa,	 forming	a	 triple	helix	structure.22 
A	previous	 study	on	351	patients	with	cerebral	palsy	 revealed	a	
strong association between the COL4A1 gene mutations and ce-
rebral palsy.19 Patients with the c.2699G>A	mutation	suffer	from	
hemiparesis, epilepsy, cerebral calcification and congenital cat-
aract.23	 As	 for	 mutations	 c.2635G>A,	 c.2645G>A,	 c.2654G>A,	TA
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c.2708G>A,	 and	 c.2762G>A,	which	occurred	 in	 the	 same	 struc-
tural domain with our study, they were all associated with brain 
lesions.24 The c.2662G>A	 mutation	 results	 in	 limb	 weakness,	

developmental delay, seizures, porencephaly, leukoencephalopa-
thy and muscle atrophy, which may be associated with other brain 
lesions.25 In our study, the phenotype of patient 1 was similar to 

F I G U R E  1 Sanger	sequencing	and	conservative	analysis	of	COL4A1.	(A)	Sanger	sequencing	chromatograms	show	two	de novo variants in 
patient	1.	Black	arrows	refer	to	the	mutations;	(B)	the	positions	p.V929	and	p.G933	in	the	COL4A1	protein	are	highly	conserved	among	nine	
species

F I G U R E  2 Sanger	sequencing,	conservative	and	in	silico	analysis	of	TBR1.	(A)	Sanger	sequencing	chromatograms	show	a	de novo variant 
in	patient	2.	The	insertion	fragment	is	within	a	red	box;	(B)	the	position	p.Y553	residue	in	TBR1	is	highly	conserved	among	nine	species;	(C,	
D)	the	three-	dimensional	structure	prediction	of	the	TBR1	WT	and	MUT	proteins
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that of c.2662G>A.	The	c.2797G>A	mutation	results	 in	 the	pro-
tein variant G933S, and the mutation of G in the repeat sequence 
Gly-	Xaa-	Yaa	may	 affect	 the	 triple	 helix	 structure,	which	 impairs	
the stability of the basement membrane structure and causes the 
disease.

Autism,	delayed	language	development	and	intellectual	disability	
are frequently associated with mutations in the TBR1 gene.26 In mice, 
TBR1 mutations led to the disruption of the activity of neural axons 
in the amygdala. Furthermore, the mice exhibited decreased social 
vigor,	increased	self-	cleaning	frequency	and	other	anxiety-	like	behav-
iors.27– 29 The interaction was revealed between the TBR1 protein and 
FOXP2 protein, which is a transcription factor associated with speech/
language disorders, and this interaction could be disrupted by patho-
genic mutations in either protein.10 In this study, the c.1639_1640in-
sCCCGCAGTCC	mutation	resulted	in	a	significant	structural	change	in	
the TBR1 protein (Figure 2), which may affect the interaction between 
TBR1 and FOXP2, ultimately resulting in disease development in pa-
tient 2. ID and autism are most frequently associated with mutations 
in the same structural domain.30	Notably,	the	c.1588_1594dup	muta-
tion in the same structural domain shares a phenotype with patient 
2and is associated with delayed language development, autism, hypo-
tonia of the lower limbs, and poor limb balance.31

CHD7	mutations	 are	 strongly	 associated	with	 the	CHARGE	syn-
drome, which is manifested by eye defects, heart defects, and ear 
lesions.	A	 survey	 of	 74	 patients	 clinically	 diagnosed	with	 suspected	
CHARGE	 syndrome	 revealed	 that	 40.5%	 of	 them	 had	CHD7 muta-
tions,32 while another study on 379 patients revealed that patients 
with CHD7 mutations were predisposed to ocular disease and facial 
developmental disorders.33	The	c.7013A>T mutation was revealed in 
patient 3, which was not present in any of the general structure, but 
resulted in an altered side chain structure of the amino acid residues 
that might affect the protein function (Figure 3). In mice, CHD7 has 
been shown to contribute to neurogenesis, and CHD7 mutant mice 
were shown to have smaller spiral ganglia and disorganized cochlear 
neurites. In patient 3 of our study, intellectual disability and language 
impairment may be associated with their neurodevelopmental disor-
der.	A	previous	study	in	Shanghai36 presented a patient with a CHD7 
mutation, who presented with intellectual disability and hypoplastic la-
ryngeal cartilage, a phenotype similar to that of patient 3 in this study.

TUBA1A	encodes	the	tubulin	alpha-	1A	chain,	and	numerous	studies	
have confirmed an association between TUBA1A mutations and brain 
malformation,37,38 such that the most common phenotypes associated 
with these mutations are lissencephaly and polymicrogyria.39– 41 In 
this study, the c.1350del mutation occurred at the end of the TUBA1A 

F I G U R E  3 Sanger	sequencing,	conservative	and	in	silico	analysis	of	CHD7.	(A)	Sanger	sequencing	chromatograms	show	a	de novo variant 
in	patient	3.	The	black	arrow	refers	to	the	mutation;	(B)	the	p.Q2338	residue	is	highly	conserved	among	nine	species;	(C,	D)	the	three-	
dimensional structure prediction of the CHD7 WT and MUT protein; (E) the partial enlargement of the WT CHD7 protein; (F) the partial 
enlargement of the MUT CHD7 protein
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gene, which resulted in prolonging the gene and possibly impairing 
the protein function. Statistical analysis revealed that TUBA1A muta-
tions primarily affect the function of the microtubule proteins; while 
microtubule	proteins	have	some	self-	repair	functions,	they	are	unable	
to repair the damage caused by the TUBA1A mutations, which may 
be the cause of the c.1350del mutation.42 Six patients with TUBA1A 
mutations have been described in the literature to have intellectual 
disability and tetraplegia, which is also consistent with the phenotype 
of patient 4 in this study, and all six patients were shown to have the 
TUBA1A mutation site in the tail.17

One of the limitations of this study is that we did not include func-
tional experiments. Further functional studies either in vivo or ex vivo 
are necessary to determine how these five mutations contribute to 
ID. For example, we can overexpress these five mutations in different 
specific cell lines or in mice to detect different associated phenotypes.

In summary, by performing WES, we identified five novel de novo 
variants from four patients with unexplained ID. Our findings can 
expand	the	mutational	spectrum	of	ID-	associated	genes	and	deepen	
our understanding of the genetic causes and heterogeneity of ID. 
Further studies are ongoing, aiming to shed light on the pathogenic 
function of these five mutations in ID.
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